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END DIFFUSION METHOD OF TREATING FENCE POSTS
By WARREN S. THOMPSON
The demand for treated lumber, posts
and other forest products has increased
several hundred percent during the past
decade. While research has paralleled
this increase in demand, some obstacles
still face the farmer who would treat
posts.
Cost is one factor inhibiting expansion
of the preservation industry in the South.
Although this problem is far from solved, some treating methods applicable to
small scale and low cost employment
have been developed and are growing in
popularity throughout the South. The
cold soaking and hot and cold bath meth-ods are two of the most common.
However, an old idea with a new twist
in the field of wood preservation has
been employed by the Forestry Depart-ment of Mississippi State College in
treating 1850 fence posts of thirteen dif-ferent species. Known as the end-diffusion method, it consists of standing
green, unpeeled posts, small end down,
in a barrel or other container holciing
the preservative solution. When onethird of the solution has been absorbed,
the posts are reversed and the large ends
allowed to absorb the remaining solu-tion.
The procedure followed at Mississippi
State College, with comments and ex-planations, is given on these pages.
Equipment Required
One of the greatest advantages of the
end diffusion method is the simplicity of
the equipment required. All that is es-sential is a set of common spring or
balance scales, graduated in pounds and
quarter pounds, to be used in weighing
the preservative, a rule, and a wooden
container to hold the posts and preserva-tive while treating. This container must
be water tight, but can be of any size

consistent with the number and diameter
of the posts to be treated. If only a few
are to be treated at one time, one or sev-eral wooden barrels will serve the pur-pose nicely. If several hundred posts are
to be treated, a special container must be
constructed. This can be fashioned after
a feeding trough, but should be at least
one foot wide and one foot deep. It can
be of any convenient length, but should
be sufficiently long to accomodate 20 t9
25 posts of average diameter. A trough
12 to 15 feet long should meet this re-quirement ( See figure 1).

Size and Species
Although it is not recommended to
treat material under 2 ½ inches in di-ameter at the small end, small posts are
much easier to handle and less expensive
to treat than are large posts. Corner posts
and gate posts should be large, but the
line posts have only the wire to support
and small ones can do this satisfactorily.
Although this method of treating is
more effective with some species than
others, all will take treatment to a certain
extent. Pine is the best choice because
it absorbs the preservative readily with
good penetration and distribution. How-ever, red oak, red maple, sweet gum,
and ironwood all take good treatment
and have the added advantage of a small-er potential value than pine and should,
therefore, be used where possible. White
oak, post oak, cottonwood and willow,
while absorbing enough preservative, do
not give good penetration and distribu-tion and should be treated only if better
species are not available. Hickory is the
most difficult to treat and should not be
selected for this method.
All hardwood posts can be treated as
soon as they are cut, but must be treated
within seven days after cutting and
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trimmed to expose fresh wood before
placing in the treating container. To al-low for this trimming, pests should be
cut a minimum of two inches in excess
of the length to be used. Pine posts
must be allowed to season for seven days
before placing in the treating solution.
This permits the resins that would other-wise impede the treating process to flow
from the post ends. It is very important
that pine posts be trimmed before treat-ing.
When To Treat
Recent experiments with the method,
employing thirteen species during the
four seasons of the year, did not show
significant differences between time of
year and the days required for treating.
There was a small difference in the rate
at which the posts absorbed the preserva-tive, but that seems to be negligible. For
al'! practical purposes, therefore, the
method is applicable to employment dur-ing any season of the year, the one pos-sible exception being during sub-zero
weather.
Preservative to Use
The preservative recommended is a 50
percent solution by weight of zinc chlor-ide, obtained by mixing equal weights cf
dry zinc chloride and water. Thus eight
pounds of zinc chloride salt is mixed
with eight pounds of water ( approxi-mately one gallon). Since zinc chloride
is readiiy soluble in water, simple stir-ring will insure that all of the crystals
are dissolved.
Preparing Preservative
How much solution should be prepar-ed to treat a given number of posts? The
amount recommended to give good pro-tection and remain within reasonable
financial bounds is one pound of zinc
chloride, dry weight, per cubic foot of
wood. Since a 50 percent solution is
recommended, each pound of zinc chlor-ide should be mixed with one pound of
water. A pint of water weighs approxi--

Figure 1. Sample trough for treating fence posh
by end diffusion method. Note caulked
cracks and side braces.

mately one pound. Therefore, each cubic
foot of wood should absorb one pound
of zinc chloride and one pint of water.
This amount of solution will weigh two
pounds and be about one pint by volume. Thus, for example, if 38 cubic feet
of wood are to be treated, 38 pounds of
zinc chloride salt should be mixed with
38 pints of water, which will make 38
pints of solution weighing 76 pounds.
However, some will be lost by evapora-tion and spillage, and, as will be explain-ed later, the bottom of the treating
container should be covered to a depth
of approximately one inch before the
solution required for the initial treatment
is added. Therefore, a small amount in
excess of that calculated should be pre-pared.
Where To Treat
To preclude a too rapid loss of mois-ture from the exposed ends of the posts
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during treatment, the equipment should
be located under shelter or in deep shade.
This is also applicable to the seasoning
of the posts after treatment. If exposed
to direct sunlight, the evaporation of
moisture that would otherwise permit a
continuous diffusion of the preservative
through the posts will progress at too
rapid a rate to permit a uniform distribu-tion of the preservative. Then, too,
rapid drying will increase the seasoning
defects, especially in oak and other spe•cies characterized by large wood rays.
Procedure

Sort the posts into separate piles according to size and species. This is recommended since different species and
different size groups within a species do
not absorb the preservative at the same

rate.

Then total cubic content of each species-size group must be determined. This
is done by computing the average di-ameter of each post and recording the
corresponding cubic volume for that di-ameter (See table 1). For example, if
the first group to be treated is the large
pine posts, measure the diameter of each
post at both ends and compute the aver-age diameter by adding the two together
and dividing by two. If a post has a
diameter of 4 inches at the small end and
6 inches at the large end, the average
diameter for that post would be 5 inches.
The 5-inch post has a cubic volume of
Table 1. Post volume.
Cubic volume of posts 7 feet long
Diameterl
Volume
(inches)
( cubic feet)

2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5

1 Average diameter of small end
end of post.

0.238
0.343
0.469
0.609
0.770
0.952
1.155
1.372
1.610
and

large
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.922 cubic feet (Table 1). The cubic
volumes are recorded for all posts and
the total obtained. Assuming a total
volume for the large pine posts of 12.S
cubic feet, it would require 12.5 pint~
(25 pounds) of solution for the treat•ment. The amount required to treat all
the posts can be computed by adding the
volumes of all the groups, plus enough
to cover the bottom of the treating con
tainer to a depth of one inch and allow
for evaporation and spillage. About twc
extra gallons would be mixed to compe,1
sate for the factors named above.
Upon completion of this, the bottom 01
the treating container is filled to a depth
of about one inch with the preservative
and the first group placed vertically
therein, small end down. A mark i~
made on the side of the container at the
level of the liquid, and one-third
the
amount of preservative calculated t0
treat the group is added to the container
(See figure 2). In the case of the large
pine group, one-third
of the 12.5 pinti
calculated, or slightly more than 4 pints.
would be added. When the level of the
preservative falls back to the mark, the
posts are reversed, placing the large endi
in the solution. The remaining twothirds of the preservative, about 8 pints
in this instance, are added. When the
level of the solution again falls back to
the mark, the posts should be removed
and set in a vertical position, small end
down, for 90 days. This should be done
under shelter or in shade. When the
posts have seasoned for the specified
length of time, they can be set in the
ground.
Unfortunately , posts treated by the
end diffusion method by this Depart•ment have not been in service a suf-ficient length of time to be indicative of
the service life that can be expected
However, inferences can be drawn from
the service records of other agencies.
Clemson Agricultural College reported
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service lives of from 8 to 10 years for
posts treated by this method. Then, too,
test posts installed in the Mississippi
Highway Department Test Garden near
Jackson indicate service lives of from 8
to 10 years for posts commercially treat
ed with .25 pounds of zinc chloride per
cubic foot of wood. 1 Using the proced•ure described, retentions of from .90
pounds to 1.00 pounds of zinc chloride
per cubic foot of wood can be obtained.
This in only an indication of what might
be expected from posts so treated and
is not conclusive. Commercial method~
undoubtedly result in better penetratiom
and more uniform distribution of the
preservative than does the end diffusion
method. These factors cannot be safely
ignored with any preservative treatment
Financial Aspects of Treatment
One reason why farmers so frequent!}
use untreated rather than treated posts
is the high initial cost of the treated
posts. Treated material does have a high
initial cost when compared to that un
treated, but the total expenditure of
time, material, and money for untreated
posts far exceeds that for treated ones
for a period as short as three years. For
example, the cost per post treated by the
end diffusion method could be broken
down as follows:
Item
Price
Cost
Cost
Cost

of
of
of
of

Cost
_________
__ ____ 7 cent,
preservative .......
················•-•·······
cutting and hauling____________
................. 14 cent,
treating _______________________
............ ······················-··
3 cent,
placing and nailing wire________
............. 6 cent,

Total cost of installed post ____
............
— 30 cent,

Since posts suitable for treatment by
the end diffusion method can usually be
obtained from trees which have no prospective value for other uses, no stumpage
price is included in the above cost.
1 Twentieth Annual Report of Inspection 0 1
Wood Preservatives in the Mississippi Highwa)
Department's
’
Test Garden, Mississippi State
Highway Department Testing Division, Jackson
Mississippi, 1953.

Assuming that the farmer does all the
work himself, the total cash outlay per
post would only be 7c for the preserva•tive. If the labor were hired at the rate
of 75c per hour, the total cash outlay per
post, including preservative, would be
30c. The price per untreated post would
be the same as the treated, minus the
price of the preservative and the labor
cost for treating, or 20c in this instance.
Unfortunately, too many prospective
users of treated posts stop at this point
because the treated ones cost 10c more
than the untreated. However, the dis-tinct advantages of using wood preserva tives can be shown by placing the price
per post on an annual basis.
Untreated materials, exposed to the
near-optimum
conditions for decay char•acteristic of Mississippi, last approximate•ly 2 ½ to 3 years. Assuming a service
life of three years, the annual cost per
untreated post would be 6 2/ 3 cents per
year, Posts preserved by the end di£.fusion method have reported service
lives of from 8 to 10 years. If they last
9 years, the annual cost would be 3 1/3
cents per post per year for the treated
posts. This represents a saving of 3 1/3
cents per post per year.

Summary

The data collected thus far indicate
that the end diffusion method of post
treatment is not as effective as other
more popular methods insofar as service
life of posts is concerned, but show that
it lends itself to on-the-farm- - employment
because of its simplicity, minimum time
and labor requirements, and small actual cash outlay.
Inferences made from data collected by
other investigations show that service
lives of from 8 to 10 years can reasonably
be exptected, provided the proper pro-cedure is followed in mixing the pre-servative and treating the posts.
With the possible exceptions of hick-ory, white oak, willow, and cottonwood,
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post species common to Mississippi can
This ad-vantage has far reaching effects in that
it permits the land owner to utilize the

be treated by this method.

Figure 2.
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inferior species in fence lines and retain
the· faster growing and more valuable
species for pulpwood and sawlogs.

Fence posts being treated by the end diffusion method.

